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The library was made to showcase vast sonic landscapes in a creative way. The sounds can be used
as they are, part of a sound design, or simply integrated in your music. Regardless, the vast majority
of the presets will be an awesome starting point for any producer that loves great textures and
diverse sounds. The presets are created with a strong, clean, and dynamic tone. Sweetwater's take:
Mosaic Voices is a premium collection of multidimensional, modern, organic sounds! We have a
diverse collection of sounds across all three chanels with subtle touches of reverb and airy vocals,
and they are easy to use. With the editor we included an easy to use preset generator for you to get
started creating your own incredible sounds! Sweetwater recommends Mosaic Voices to anyone
looking to expand their library! It gives you access to a sonic journey that will inspire you to create
magical creations. Mosaic Voices feature a simple 16-step interface, with parameters for the four
engines, and four preset modes (based on the four choirs in the library): Live, Performance,
Harmonized and Deep. The engines are the same for all four modes, as are the preset modes. This
means that you have a good starting point for tonal variations within the library. The performance
preset gives you tonal control over the choruses, with the ability to independently control the pitches
and timbre of each of the four parts. Whatever kind of music youre making, adding vocals will give
your tracks relatability and intensify audience reactions. As mans oldest instrument, theres
something special about the human voice that can cut through right to the heart of an emotion. Youll
hear composers such as Hans Zimmer and Howard Shore regularly use vocals as indispensable
elements of their award-winning scores. Knowing when and where to employ voices is a skill in itself;
as an integral part of the orchestration or purposefully separate from the rest of the music.
Experience and practice will guide you here. Be sure to listen to plenty of music that features vocals,
analysing what works (and what doesnt) in the context of film and also apart from it.
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